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The spin Hall effect with nonzero transverse spin current but vanishing charge current has important appli-
cations in spintronics. Owing to the half-spin nature of electrons, the spin transport has hitherto been restricted
to the rank-1 spin vector, whereas higher-rank spin tensors exist and play important roles in larger-spin (�1)
systems. For instance, there are five linearly independent rank-2 spin quadrupole tensors, characterizing the
spin nematics, in a spin-1 system. While these internal spin-tensor degrees of freedom substantially enrich the
quantum phases and dynamics of large-spin ultracold gases, the quantum transport of spin tensors remains
largely unexplored yet. Here we investigate the higher-rank spin tensor current and introduce the concept of
the spin tensor Hall effect (STHE) in a large-spin system. We find that a net transverse spin tensor current can
be driven by an external field in the longitudinal direction, while no lower-rank spin or charge current exists.
Significantly, we identify a universal rank-2 spin tensor Hall conductivity q/8π (with the carrier charge q) in
a spin-1 model with intrinsic spin-orbit coupling, which is independent of the detailed model parameters. The
STHE requires the violation of time-reversal symmetry (TRS) but can be protected by a unique pseudo-TRS
associated with the rank-2 spin tensor. An experimental scheme is proposed to realize and detect the STHE with
pseudospin-1 ultracold fermionic atoms and through the spin tensor accumulation. A general route towards the
generalization of the STHE for larger spins is provided, using the SU(2) subalgebra and generalized Gell-Mann
matrix representation of the SU(N) group. Our work reveals an intrinsic spin tensor transport phenomenon and
introduce a new member to the Hall effect families, which may pave the way to spin-tensor-tronics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hall effects and their quantized siblings are one of the ma-
jor cornerstones of modern condensed matter physics, and the
discovery of novel Hall effects often opens new avenues for
controlling electronic transport for device applications. One
of the most notable examples in this context is probably the
spin Hall effect (SHE), where spin up and down electrons are
deflected to opposite transverse directions under an applied
electric field, yielding a nonzero spin current but vanishing
charge current [1,2]. Spin-current-based phenomena such as
giant SHE [3–5], inverse SHE [6–10], and quantum SHE
[11–13], have also been widely studied. SHE provides a pow-
erful tool for controlling spins electrically, thus has significant
applications for realizing low-power spintronic devices [2].

The origin of SHE can be attributed to either extrinsic
impurity scattering [14] or intrinsic spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
[15,16]. In intrinsic SHE, the SOC serves as an effective
magnetic field that is opposite for spin up and down, leading
to a net spin Hall current. For instance, in 2D electronic gases,
the Rashba SOC yields a spin Hall conductivity e/8π , which
is a universal constant that does not depend on the underlying
material properties [16]. Here the spin current operator is
generally defined by Js = 1

2 { h̄
2 σz, v}+, where the Pauli matrix

σz is the z component of the rank-1 spin vector, {·, ·}+ denotes
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the anticommutator, and v is the velocity operator. In this
sense, the charge current operator Jc = qσ0v can be viewed
as rank-0, where σ0 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and q is the
carrier charge. For electrons with half spin, the spin transport
has hitherto been restricted to the rank-1 spin vector.

Recent theoretical and experimental advances in the study
of unconventional spin-1 fermionic excitations have opened
a new perspective towards the realization of novel quantum
phases and dynamics in large-spin systems, where higher-rank
spin tensors exist and play a crucial role [17]. For example,
there are five linearly independent rank-2 spin quadrupole
tensors that characterize the spin nematics in a spin-1 system
[18]. It has been recognized that fermions (e.g., electrons
and ultracold fermionic atoms) in crystals and optical lat-
tices are constrained by space group symmetries rather than
the Poincaré symmetry. Therefore exotic quasiparticles, like
spin-1 fermionic excitations associated with triply degenerate
band touching points, can emerge without counterparts in
the quantum field theory [19–22] and certain experimental
signatures have been observed recently [23]. Moreover, large
(pseudo)spins (�1) are easily accessible in experiments for ul-
tracold atoms, superconducting qubits, and trapped ions with
multiple (pseudo)spin states [24–27], which can host interest-
ing quantum phases [28–33] and topological states [34–38].

While these works reveal many fascinating phenomena,
spin transport in large spin systems, particularly when involv-
ing higher-rank spin tensors, remains largely unexplored yet.
A natural question is whether there is an intrinsic higher-rank
spin tensor Hall effect (STHE) in which a net spin tensor
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current can be driven by an external field in the longitudinal
direction, while both lower-rank spin and charge currents van-
ish. If it does exist, what is the physical picture of spin tensor
current and can the spin tensor Hall conductivity be a uni-
versal constant independent of detailed material properties?
Can we realize and observe the STHE in a realistic physical
system?

In this work, we address these important questions by
defining and characterizing the universal STHE, and explor-
ing its symmetry protection and experimental realization with
ultracold gases. Our main results are the following.

(i) We define spin tensor currents of different ranks in a
large-spin system and introduce the concept of STHE. We de-
velop a minimal spin-1 model with intrinsic SOC for realizing
the rank-2 STHE. We find that the rank-2 spin tensor Hall con-
ductivity is a universal constant q/8π , which is independent
of detailed model parameters, while both rank-0 charge and
rank-1 spin Hall conductivities are zero. Such rank-2 STHE
requires the violation of time-reversal symmetry (TRS) but
can be protected by a unique pseudo-TRS associated with the
rank-2 spin tensor.

(ii) We propose an experimental scheme for realizing
and detecting the rank-2 STHE. This is done by utilizing
pseudospin-1 ultracold fermionic atoms in a 2D optical lattice,
which is built upon recent experimental advances on realiza-
tions of 2D SOC for pseudospin-1/2 atoms [39]. We further
show that the rank-2 STHE can be observed by measuring the
spin tensor accumulation.

(iii) We provide a general route towards the generalization
of the higher-rank STHE for larger spins, using the SU(2) sub-
algebra and generalized Gell-Mann matrix representation of
the SU(N) group. For instance, we showcase a generalization
of the rank-2 STHE in a spin-3/2 model.

II. SPIN TENSOR CURRENT AND HALL EFFECT

In a spin-1/2 system, the rank-1 spin vectors are defined by
Pauli matrices σx,y,z, which are the generators of SU(2) group,
and there is no rank-2 spin tensor as {σi, σ j}+ = 2δi, j (where
i, j = x, y, z). However, the full characterization of a spin-1
system requires the generators of SU(3) group that include
three rank-1 spin vectors and five rank-2 spin tensors. In this
case, the spin vectors Fx,y,z are the generators of SO(3) group
in the spin-1 representation and the spin tensors are defined
by the anticommutator [17]

Ni j = 1

2
{Fi, Fj}+ − δi j

F2

3
, (1)

where only five of the nine spin tensors are linearly inde-
pendent because Ni j = Nji and

∑
i Nii = 0 [40]. Therefore, to

adequately describe the spin transport in a spin-1 system, it is
inevitable to involve both spin vectors and tensors, while the
latter remains unexplored yet. According to the conventional
spin current operator Js, the rank-1 spin and rank-2 spin tensor
current operators for a spin-1 system can be defined as

Jz
1 = 1

2 {h̄Fz, v}+, Jzz
2 = 1

2 {h̄Nzz, v}+, (2)

where Fz = diag(1, 0,−1) and Nzz = F 2
z − 2

3 F0 =
diag( 1

3 ,− 2
3 , 1

3 ). Here F0 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and the
rank-0 charge current operator becomes J0 = qF0v. Because

Fz |mz〉 = mz |mz〉 with the spin quantum number mz = 0
and ±1, Jz

1 measures the conventional spin current, i.e.,
the counterflow of spin up and down components. The spin
component |0〉 has no contribution to the rank-1 spin current.
On the other hand, the rank-2 spin tensor current operator can
be decomposed into two parts as Jzz

2 = 1
2 {h̄F 2

z , v}+ − 2h̄
3q J0.

Because |±1〉 are degenerate for F 2
z as F 2

z |mz〉 = m2
z |mz〉,

the first term measures the cocurrent of spin up and down
components when they move in the same direction. Thus it
vanishes for a pure rank-1 spin current in the presence of
TRS. The second term is proportional to J0. Note that for a
pure rank-0 charge current (without any spin polarization), the
contributions from the two terms cancel out each other since
Tr(Nzz ) = 0, leading to 〈Jzz

2 〉 = 0. Therefore Jzz
2 measures a

unique rank-2 spin tensor current in which both spin up and
down particles propagate in the same direction, opposite to
that of spin |0〉.

According to the widely studied intrinsic rank-1 SHE in the
2D Rashba electron gas [16], a transverse rank-1 spin current
can be driven by an external field in the longitudinal direction,
as shown in Fig. 1(a). The Rashba SOC obeys the TRS that
guarantees no transverse charge current. In the same manner,
we define the rank-2 STHE as a transverse rank-2 spin tensor
current driven by a field in the longitudinal direction while
no transverse lower-rank spin or charge current, as shown in
Fig. 1(b), which requires the violation of TRS. In the follow-
ing, we will construct a minimal spin-1 model to demonstrate
that the rank-2 STHE can arise from an intrinsic spin-tensor-
momentum coupling (STMC) and be guaranteed by a unique
pseudo-TRS associated with the rank-2 spin tensor.

III. MODEL HAMILTONIAN

A general form of SOC in a spin-1 system involves both
spin vectors and tensors [22]. In order to find a suitable
SOC for the rank-2 STHE, we adopt the Gell-Mann matrix
representation {λn} (where n = 1, . . . , 8) of the SU(3) group,
which can be further grouped into three subsets

τT = {λ1, λ2, λ3}, τU = {λ4, λ5, λ+}, τV = {λ6, λ7, λ−},
(3)

that generate three different SU(2) subalgebras in the spin
subspaces spanned respectively by {|1〉 , |0〉}T , {|1〉 , |−1〉}U ,
and {|0〉 , |−1〉}V , where λ± =

√
3

2 λ8 ± 1
2λ3 [42]. It is easy

to show that each subset satisfies the commutation relation
[τ�,i, τ�, j] = 2iεi jkτ�,k since P�τ�,iP� = σi, where εi jk is the
Levi-Civita symbol and P� is the projection operator onto the
spin subspace �, e.g., PT = |1〉 〈1| + |0〉 〈0| for � = T [40].
Therefore τ� spans the symmetry group of an effective quan-
tum spin 1/2 in the spin subspace �. In this representation,
the spin vectors Fi can be expanded as Fx = (λ1 + λ6)/

√
2,

Fy = (λ2 + λ7)/
√

2, and Fz = (λ3 + √
3λ8)/2.

The advantage of introducing the SU(2) subalgebras is that
it allows to expand a general spin-1 SOC as the superposition
of a set of effective spin-1/2 SOCs in different spin subspaces.
For instance, we consider the Rashba SOC in the spin sub-
space � as

H� = p2

2m∗ − λ

h̄
τ� · (ẑ × p), (4)
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FIG. 1. (a) The intrinsic rank-1 SHE arises from the Rashba
spin-orbit coupling (RSOC) in a (pseudo)spin-1 system (top). The
external field E drives a charge current J0 in the longitudinal direc-
tion and a transverse spin current Jz

1 from the deflection of spin up
and down components to opposite transverse directions. The spin-1
RSOC can be decomposed into the superposition of two effective
spin-1/2 RSOCs which respectively lead to the SHEs in the spin
subspaces {|+1〉 , |0〉} (middle) and {|0〉 , |−1〉} (bottom). The two
decomposed SHEs have same spin current and are coupled via the
shared |0〉 that is linked by the green wavy line between the middle
and lower panels. (b) The intrinsic rank-2 STHE arising from the
STMC in a (pseudo)spin-1 system (top). Here the transverse rank-2
spin tensor current Jzz

2 comes from the deflection of spin components
|0〉 and (|+1〉 + |−1〉)/

√
2 to opposite transverse directions. The

STMC can be decomposed into the superposition of two conjugate
effective spin-1/2 RSOCs which lead to two opposite SHEs in the
spin subspaces {|+1〉 , |0〉} (middle) and {|0〉 , |−1〉} (bottom), re-
spectively. The coupling between the two decomposed SHEs with
opposite spin currents via the shared |0〉 is indicated by the green
wavy line.

where m∗ is the effective mass and λ is the SOC constant.
Then the spin-1 Rashba SOC can be expanded as the super-
position of HT and HV because F · (ẑ × p) = 1√

2
(τT + τV ) ·

(ẑ × p). Furthermore, both HT and HV lead to a rank-1 SHE
in their own spin subspaces, however, they are not indepen-
dent by sharing the common basis |0〉. Therefore the intrinsic
rank-1 SHE due to the Rashba SOC in a spin-1 system can
be understood as two hybridized rank-1 SHEs with same spin
currents in the spin subspaces {|1〉 , |0〉}T and {|0〉 , |−1〉}V ,
respectively, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Using this hierarchy
expansion, we can construct the desired large-spin SOC for
the higher-rank STHE from the elementary spin-1/2 SOCs.

To realize the rank-2 STHE, both spin up and down parti-
cles are required to propagate in the same direction, opposite
to that of spin |0〉. This can be achieved by the superposition
of HT and H∗

V where H∗
V = e−iFxπHT eiFxπ yields an opposite

spin current to that of HT under the spin flip operation, as

depicted in Fig. 1(b). Then the rank-2 STHE can be realized
by the spin-1 model Hamiltonian

HF=1 = p2

2m∗ − 1√
2

λ

h̄
(τT + τ∗

V ) · (ẑ × p), (5)

where 1√
2
(τT + τ∗

V ) · (ẑ × p) = −pyFx + 2pxNyz depicts the
STMC with the spin tensor Nyz = {Fy, Fz}+/2 = (λ2 −
λ7)/2

√
2. The resulting band structure is plotted in Fig. 2(a),

which exhibits a triply degenerate point at p = 0 and E = 0.
When the Fermi energy EF lays above the triply degenerate
point, the Fermi surfaces are three concentric circles.

IV. UNIVERSAL RANK-2 SPIN TENSOR HALL
CONDUCTIVITY

The rank-2 spin tensor Hall conductivity can be calculated
from the Kubo formula

σ zz
xy = qh̄

∫
d2k

(2π )2

∑
n �=n′

( fn′k − fnk)

× Im
[〈n′k|Jzz

2,x|nk〉〈nk|vy|n′k〉]
(Enk − En′k)2

, (6)

where n (n′) is the band index, and fnk = [e(Emk−EF )/kBT + 1]−1

is the Fermi function. Applying the Kubo formula to
the model Hamiltonian (5) with HF=1 |nk〉 = Enk |nk〉 and
v = ∂pHF=1 , we find a nonzero rank-2 spin tensor Hall
conductivity

σ zz
xy = q

8π
, (7)

when the Fermi energy is above the triply degenerate point
for EF > 0, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Furthermore, the quantized
rank-2 spin tensor Hall conductivity is a universal constant,
i.e., it is independent of the detailed model parameters such as
the effective mass m∗ or STMC constant λ (see Ref. [40] for
analytical proof). Below the triply degenerate point for EF <

0, the rank-2 spin tensor Hall conductivity σ zz
xy jumps from 0

to q/8π as the Fermi energy increases from the band bottom
to the triply degenerate point. We also calculate the rank-1
spin Hall conductivity σ z

xy and rank-0 charge Hall conductivity
σxy, as shown in Fig. 2(b), that are obtained from the Kubo
formula by substituting the corresponding spin and charge
current operators into Eq. (6). Apparently, they both vanish for
arbitrary Fermi energy. To compare with, we remark that the
rank-1 SHE due to the spin-1 Rashba SOC F · (ẑ × p) yields
a universal rank-1 spin Hall conductivity σ z

xy = q/2π , while
σ zz

xy = σxy = 0. Therefore the model Hamiltonian Eq. (5) de-
scribes a simple yet nontrivial system exhibiting the universal
STHE.

V. PSEUDO-TRS AND PSEUDOSPIN DYNAMICS

To understand the physical nature of the rank-2 STHE, we
remark that the STMC breaks the TRS since the spin tensors
are even under time-reversal operation as T Ni jT −1 = Ni j ,
while both spin vectors Fi and momentum p are odd. Here
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic band structure of the model Hamiltonian with STMC. There is a triply degenerate point above which the Fermi
surfaces are three concentric circles. (b) The rank-2 spin tensor Hall conductivity σ zz

xy , rank-1 spin Hall conductivity σ z
xy, and rank-0 charge

Hall conductivity σxy as a function of the Fermi energy EF . When the Fermi energy shifts above the triply degenerate point, σ zz
xy jumps to the

quantized value of q/8π , while both σ z
xy and σxy remain zero. (c) The pseudospin texture on the concentric Fermi surfaces in the presence

(absence) of an external field E in the upper (lower) panel. The pseudospin is defined as |⇑〉 = (|1〉 + |−1〉)/
√

2 and |⇓〉 = |0〉. The external
field displaces the Fermi surfaces along the field direction and tilts the pseudospins with opposite transverse momenta to opposite out-of-plane
directions (top). [(d) and (e)] The three Hall conductivities in (b) are displayed as a function of the spin-vector Zeeman field δV in (d) and
spin-tensor Zeeman field δV in (e) for a Fermi energy above the triply degenerate point. The Fermi energy EF = 1 and momentum pF = 1 are
taken as units for energy and momentum. The corresponding dimensionless parameters are set as m∗ = 0.5 and λ = 0.7. The insets of (b), (d),
and (e) exhibit the typical band structures and Fermi levels in different parameter regions.

T = e−iFyπK is the TRS operator for spin 1 and K is the com-
plex conjugate operator. Furthermore, the STMC in Eq. (5)
can be understood as coupled Rashba SOC and its conju-
gate in different spin subspaces {|1〉 , |0〉}T and {|0〉 , |−1〉}V

through the shared |0〉. It yields a coherent current of spin
1√
2
(|1〉 + |−1〉) flowing in opposite direction to that of spin

|0〉 , as shown in Fig. 1(b). It is noted that the Hamiltonian
Eq. (5) preserves a unique pseudo-TRS


HF=1(p)
−1 = HF=1(−p), (8)

where 
 = e−iNyzπK is the pseudo-time-reversal operator. The
pseudo-TRS ensures that if there is a current of 1√

2
(|1〉 +

|−1〉), there must be an opposite current of |0〉 since the dou-
blet is interchanged as 
 1√

2
(|1〉 + |−1〉) = |0〉 and 
 |0〉 =

− 1√
2
(|1〉 + |−1〉). Therefore the rank-2 STHE can be pro-

tected by the unique pseudo-TRS associated with the rank-2
spin tensor, which does not exist in spin-1/2 systems.

A more intuitive picture can be given by the pseudospin
dynamics analysis in which the pseudospins are defined as
|⇑〉 = 1√

2
(|1〉 + |−1〉) and |⇓〉 = |0〉 that are orthogonal to

|O〉 = 1√
2
(|1〉 − |−1〉). Then the rank-2 spin tensor current is

equivalent to the rank-1 pseudospin current in the new basis.

When projecting onto the pseudospin subspace {|⇑〉 , |⇓〉},
HF=1 yields a Rashba pseudospin-orbit coupling that exerts an
effective momentum-dependent Zeeman field � = 2λ

h̄ ẑ × p
on the pseudospins (see Ref. [40] for details). Thus the pseu-
dospins aligned with � lead to the helical pseudospin texture
on the Fermi surfaces, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2(c).
Here the middle Fermi surface (with blue color) is from the
|O〉 that has no pseudospin. Under an electric field E, the
particles are accelerated as ṗ = qE that displaces the Fermi
surfaces and varies the Zeeman field as �̇(t ) = 2qλ

h̄ ẑ × E.
Then the pseudospins with opposite transverse momenta on
the displaced Fermi surfaces are tilted to opposite out-of-plane
directions by �(t ) as

ns,z = qh̄2Ex

2λ

py

p3
, (9)

where ns,z is the z component of the pseudospin vector ns and
E = Exx̂ is in the x direction (see Ref. [40] for derivations),
as depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 2(c). It gives rise to
a rank-1 pseudospin current arising from the deflection of
pseudospin components |⇑〉 and |⇓〉 to opposite transverse
directions, i.e., the rank-2 spin tensor current in the bare spin
basis [see Fig. 1(b)].
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FIG. 3. (a) Sketch of the experimental setup. Three laser beams E1z,2z,3z are incident in the z direction and one laser beam E2x is incident
in the x direction. The laser beams are reflected by two mirrors in the triangular optical path L and form a optical lattice in the intersecting
region. The double-headed arrows indicate the polarization of the laser beams. In this setup, the spin quantization axis is along the z direction.
(b) Energy level diagram of the 40K atom, showing how the STMC can be realized through the Raman couplings induced by the laser beams
in (a). Here |F, mF 〉 denotes the hyperfine states of 40K atom and the pseudospin-1 states are defined as |+1〉 = |9/2, 9/2〉, |0〉 = |9/2, 7/2〉,
and |−1〉 = |9/2, 5/2〉. �s is the fine-structure splitting and δ1(−1) is the two-photon detuning. (c) Energy profile of the transverse harmonic
trap and the longitudinal bias potential. The cold atoms are transported from the left to the right reservoirs through the middle conducting
channels. (d) Schematic local spin tensor density 〈Nzz(z)〉, local spin density 〈Fz(z)〉, and local density of states 〈ρ(z)〉 in the middle conducting
region of (c). The antisymmetric Nzz(z) indicates the accumulation of spin components |0〉 and (|1〉 + |−1〉)/

√
2 at opposite lateral edges of

the system due to the rank-2 SHE, while the vanishing 〈Fz(z)〉 and symmetric 〈ρ(z)〉 manifest no rank-1 spin or rank-0 particle accumulation
in the presence of pseudo-TRS.

VI. EFFECT OF ZEEMAN FIELDS

Generally, for a spin-1 system discussed above, the Zee-
man fields contain both spin-vector and spin-tensor terms as
−δV Fz − δT F 2

z . Both fields lift the triply degenerate point at
p = 0 and break the pseudo-TRS that spoils the universality
of the rank-2 spin tensor Hall conductivity. For a given Fermi
energy EF > 0 above the triply degenerate point, we show the
charge, spin, and spin tensor Hall conductivities of different
ranks as a function of δV and δT in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e),
respectively.

For the spin-vector Zeemn field −δV Fz, changing the sign
of δV is equivalent to a Z2 rotation between spin components
|1〉 and |−1〉, under which the spin-tensor polarization 〈Nzz〉
is unchanged while the spin-vector polarization 〈Fz〉 gains
a minus sign, indicating symmetric and antisymmetric re-
sponses from σ zz

xy and σ z
xy, as shown in Fig. 2(d). Moreover,

due to the breaking of both TRS and pseudo-TRS, a nonzero
charge Hall conductivity σxy emerges and is symmetric with
respect to δV . As |δV | ramps up, the magnitudes of all three
Hall conductivities firstly increase to their maxima and then
decrease. In particular, σxy reverses sign at a critical value.
It is noted that the top band shifts above the Fermi energy
for |δV | > EF and |σ z

xy| reaches its maximum value around
δV = ±EF [see Fig. 2(d) and its insets]. When δV → ±∞, all
three Hall conductivities approach 0 since the system becomes
a flat-band insulator.

On the other hand, the spin-tensor Zeeman field −δT F 2
z

has the same effect on |±1〉 since they are degenerate for F 2
z .

Therefore σ zz
xy is asymmetric while σ z

xy remains zero, as shown
in Fig. 2(e). σxy is also asymmetric and reverses sign at δT =
0. In this case, the triply degenerate point splits into a doubly
degenerate point and a nondegenerate point at p = 0. When
δV < 0, it shifts the doubly degenerate point upward and the
top two bands are above the Fermi energy for δT < −EF [see
the insets of Fig. 2(e)]. When δV > 0, the doubly degenerate
point is pushed down and all three bands remain intersecting
the Fermi level. Therefore σ zz

xy decreases faster in the negative
side. It is also noticed that σxy shows a dip around δT = −EF .

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME FOR THE RANK-2 STHE

Here we propose an experimental scheme to realize and
detect the rank-2 STHE with ultracold gases. As illustrated in
Fig. 3(a), the fermionic cold atoms are loaded into an optical
lattice created by two laser beams E2x and E2z that are incident
in x and z directions and reflected by two mirrors. The super-
position of incident and reflected beams generate two stand-
ing waves E2x = ẑĒ2xei(φ2x+φ2z+φL )/2 cos(k0x + α) and E2z =
x̂Ē2zei(φ2z+φ2x+φL )/2 cos(k0z + β ) that give rise to the optical
lattice potential V0(r) = V0x cos2(k0x + α) + V0z cos2(k0z +
β ), where α(β ) = [φ2x(z) − φ2z(x) − φL]/2. Here φ2x(z) are
the initial phases of E2x(z) and φL = k0L is the phase
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accumulated by the beams when traveling through the
triangular optical path L (see Fig. 3(a)). To realize the
desired STMC in Eq. (5), another two laser beams E1z

and E3z are incident in the z direction that generates four
plane waves E1z = x̂Ē1zei(k0z+φ1 ), E3z = x̂Ē3zei(k0z+φ3 ), E1x =
ẑĒ1xei(−k0x+φ1+φL−δφ1L ), and E3x = ẑĒ3xei(−k0x+φ3+φL−δφ3L ) at
the intersecting region where the latter two are the reflected
beams [see Fig. 3(a)]. Here φ1(3) are the initial phases of E1(3)z

and δφ1(3)L = (ω2 − ω1(3))L/c.
To realize the spin-1 model, we consider three hy-

perfine states of 40K atoms that define a pseudospin 1
as |1〉 = |9/2, 9/2〉, |0〉 = |9/2, 7/2〉, and |−1〉 = |9/2, 5/2〉
[see Fig. 3(b)]. The Raman coupling induced by the laser
beams can hybridize the three hyperfine states while the
coupling to other hyperfine states |9/2, mF < 5/2〉 can be
suppressed by a sufficiently large detuning. In the basis of
{|1〉 , |0〉 , |−1〉}, the Raman potential reads

⎛
⎝ 0 Mx − Myeiδφ1L 0

Mx − Mye−iδφ1L 0 M ′
x − M ′

ye−iδφ3L

0 M ′
x − M ′

yeiδφ3L 0

⎞
⎠,

(10)
where M (′)

x = M (′)
0x cos(k0x + α) sin(k0z + β ) and M (′)

y =
M (′)

0y cos(k0z + β ) sin(k0x + α). The desired STMC in
Eq. (5) requires the Raman potential to take the form of
Mx(λ1 + λ6) + My(λ2 − λ7) that demands M0x(y) = M ′

0x(y)
and δφ1L = δφ3L = π/2 (see Ref. [40] and references
[39,41,44] therein for details). This can be achieved by
adjusting the laser frequencies ωn and amplitudes Ēnx(y).
Meanwhile, the Zeeman terms −δV Fz − δT F 2

z can be
induced by the two-photon detunings with δ1 = δT + δV

and δ−1 = δT − δV , as shown in Fig. 3(b). A similar setup
with two standing waves and two plane waves has been
used to realize the 2D SOC for pseudospin-1/2 cold atoms
[39,44,45].

To trigger and detect the rank-2 STHE, we further consider
a bias potential μ ± �/2 along the x direction and a transverse
harmonic potential 1

2 m∗ω2z2 that traps atoms in the z direction
[see Fig. 3(c)]. Note that the oscillator length lω = √

h̄/m∗ω
is much larger than the laser wavelength 2π/k0, while the
trap potential is much weaker and smoother in the x direc-
tion and can be treated as a constant. The bias potential for
driving atoms to move from the left to the right reservoirs
can be achieved by shaping the external potential, that has
been used to realize the quantum transport in ultracold gases
[46,47]. Overall, we consider a quasi-1D system in the middle
conducting region of Fig. 3(c) that can be described by the
low-energy effective Hamiltonian H = p2/2m∗ + λ

h̄ (pzFx +
2pxNyz ) − δV Fz − δT F 2

z + 1
2 m∗ω2z2, where λ is determined

by the Rabi frequencies in the two-photon transitions [40].
Then the transverse rank-2 spin tensor current generated by
the counterflow of spin components |0〉 and 1√

2
(|1〉 + |−1〉)

leads to the accumulation of cold atoms in the two dif-
ferent states at opposite lateral edges [see Fig. 1(b)]. This
results in an antisymmetric local spin tensor density 〈Nzz(z)〉
in the transverse direction, while the pseudo-TRS guaran-
tees no lower-rank spin or particle accumulation that features
a vanishing local spin density 〈Fz(z)〉 and symmetric local

density of states 〈ρ(z)〉 for δV (T ) = 0, as illustrated in
Fig. 3(d). Therefore the unique spin tensor accumulation can
be detected as the signature of the rank-2 STHE, similar as
the spin accumulation for the rank-1 SHE in the 2D electron
gas [14].

To explicitly show the rank-2 spin tensor accumulation, we
calculate the local spin tensor density

〈Nzz(r)〉 =
∫ μ+ �

2

μ− �
2

dE

π

∑
n,kx

Im

[
�(vx )ψ†

n,kx
(r)Nzzψn,kx (r)

E − En,kx − i0+

]
,

(11)
where Hψn,kx (r) = En,kx ψn,kx (r) and �(vx ) is the Heaviside
step function of the group velocity vx = ∂En,kx /h̄∂kx that
counts the conducting channels to the positive x direction
within the biased potential energies. Because the wave func-
tion ψn,kx (r) is a plane wave in the x direction, the local
spin tensor density depends only on z as 〈Nzz(r)〉 = 〈Nzz(z)〉.
Meanwhile, the local spin density 〈Fz(z)〉 and local density of
states 〈ρ(z)〉 can also be calculated from Eq. (11) by replacing
Nzz with Fz and F0, respectively. For δV (T ) = 0 and under the
transverse harmonic trap, the 2D energy bands [see Fig. 2(a)]
are quantized into a set of 1D subbands in Fig. 4(a), which
constitute the conducting channels for the rank-2 STHE. Here
each group of subbands contains three members whose bot-
toms are around (n + 1

2 )h̄ω (see Ref. [40] for derivations).
In Fig. 4(b), we show 〈Nzz(z)〉 as a function of the chemical
potential μ for � � 1

2 h̄ω. Apparently, a rank-2 spin tensor
accumulation arises from the antisymmetric distribution of
〈Nzz(z)〉, reflecting the accumulation of spin components |0〉
and (|1〉 + |−1〉)/

√
2 at opposite lateral edges. However, it

is noticed that 〈Nzz(z)〉 is not perfectly antisymmetric around
the subband bottoms for μ ∼ (n + 1

2 )h̄ω where only two of
the three subbands are occupied. This is because the uni-
versality of the rank-2 STHE requires the occupation of all
three subbands in each group. As μ increases, more subbands
are occupied and high harmonics of 〈Nzz(z)〉 emerge [see
Fig. 4(b)]. In this case, the local spin density 〈Fz(z)〉 vanishes
everywhere and the local density of states 〈ρ(z)〉 is perfectly
symmetric for arbitrary μ, indicating no lower-rank spin or
particle accumulation in the presence of pseudo-TRS.

Now we turn on the Zeeman fields that break the pseudo-
TRS and spoil the universality of the rank-2 STHE. As
shown in Fig. 4(c), the subbands are split apart from each
other around the band bottoms. The rank-2 spin tensor ac-
cumulation persists, as shown in Fig. 4(d), and is smeared
compared with that in Fig. 4(b). In this case, there are also
lower-rank spin and particle accumulations due to the finite
lower-rank spin and charge Hall conductivities [see Figs. 3(d)
and 3(e)]. These can be revealed by the local spin den-
sity 〈Fz(z)〉 and local density of states 〈ρ(z)〉, as shown in
Figs. 4(e) and 4(g). The asymmetric distribution of 〈Fz(z)〉
and 〈ρ(z)〉 reflects the spin and particle accumulation that
can be further manifested by extracting their antisymmetric
parts 〈δFz(z)〉 = 〈Fz(z)〉 − 〈Fz(−z)〉 and 〈δρ(z)〉 = 〈ρ(z)〉 −
〈ρ(−z)〉, as shown in Figs. 4(g) and 4(h), respectively. The
nonzero 〈δFz(z)〉 and 〈δρ(z)〉 indicate the accumulation of
spin components |±1〉 and the imbalanced distribution of
atoms at opposite lateral edges.
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FIG. 4. [(a) and (c)] Energy spectra of quasi-1D ultracold gases with STMC and confined by a transverse harmonic trap. There is no
Zeeman field for (a) and finite Zeeman fields δV = 0.5 and δT = 0.3 for (c). [(b) and (d)] The rank-2 spin tensor accumulation revealed by the
local spin tensor density 〈Nzz(z)〉 as a function of the chemical potential μ, corresponding to the energy spectra in (a) and (c), respectively. [(e)
and (f)] The rank-1 spin accumulation revealed by the local spin density 〈Fz(z)〉 and its antisymmetric part 〈δFz(z)〉 = 〈Fz(z)〉 − 〈Fz(−z)〉 that
are displayed as a function of μ for the finite Zeeman fields in (c). [(g) and (h)] The rank-0 particle accumulation revealed by the local density
of states 〈ρ(z)〉 and its antisymmetric part 〈δρ(z)〉 = 〈ρ(z)〉 − 〈ρ(−z)〉 for the finite Zeeman fields in (c).

VIII. GENERALIZATION TO LARGER SPINS

Mathematically, it is well-known that a spin-F Hamilto-
nian can be expanded using the generators of the SU(N)
group, where N = 2F + 1. These generators are traceless and
hermitian, and can be constructed as spin vectors and tensors.
The maximum rank of the spin tensor is N − 1 that is the
rank of the SU(N) group. For instance, there are up to rank-2
spin tensors defined as Ni j = {Fi, Fj}+/2 − δi jF2/3 in a spin-
1 system, as discussed above. In principle, higher-rank spin
tensors (up to rank-N − 1) can be defined in a larger spin sys-
tem and we can use a Cartan subalgebra {Fz, Nzz, . . . , Nzz···z}
of SU(N) to define a rank-n spin tensor current operator
Jzz···z

n = 1
2 {Nzz···z, v}+, where Nzz···z with n subscripts denotes

a rank-n spin tensor. Then the rank-n STHE can be naturally
introduced for a system with only nonzero rank-n spin tensor
current.

To construct a suitable SOC for a rank-n STHE, we firstly
need to identify the SU(2) subalgebras of SU(N). This can be
achieved by using the generalized Gell-Mann matrices [43]

λS
j,k = I j,k + Ik, j,

λA
j,k = −i(I j,k − Ik, j ),

λD
l =

√
2

l (l + 1)

(
l∑

m=1

Im,m − lIl+1,l+1

)
,

(12)

where 1 � j < k � N , 1 � l � N − 1, and I j,k denotes the
N × N matrix whose nonzero elements are 1 in the ( j, k)th
entry. Then we could write down all different SU(2)

subalgebras as

τ j,k = {
λS

j,k, λ
A
j,k, cl

j,kλ
D
l

}
, (13)

where the Einstein summation convention is employed for
cl

j,kλ
D
l . Here cl

j,k are some real constants that can be de-
termined by the commutation relation [λS

j,k, λ
A
j,k] = 2icl

j,kλ
D
l

such that the structure constant of the SU(2) subalgebra is
maintained. For instance, the rank-2 STHE can also be real-
ized in a spin-3/2 system with the SOC described by HF= 3

2
=

p2/2m∗ − λ
h̄ (τ1,2 + τ∗

3,4) · (ẑ × p) where τ1,2 and τ3,4 repre-
sent the SU(2) subalgebras in the spin subspaces spanned
respectively by {| 3

2 〉 , | 1
2 〉} and {|− 1

2 〉 , |− 3
2 〉}. The Hamiltonian

is block-diagonalized since the spin components |mz > 0〉 or
|mz < 0〉 are coupled separately. Therefore it can be decom-
posed into the superposition of two decoupled rank-1 SHEs in
which the spin components |± 3

2 〉 flow in the same direction,
opposite to that of |± 1

2 〉. Consequently, there is only a non-
vanishing rank-2 spin tensor current with the spin tensor Hall
conductivity σ zz

xy = q/2π (see Ref. [40] for details).

IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Besides the rank-2 spin tensor current Jzz
2 , we can similarly

define other spin tensor currents like Jxy
2 or Jyz

2 , and the cor-
responding spin tensor Hall conductivities usually vanish in
the spin-1 model Eq. (5). However, we notice the following
constraint:

σ xx
xy + σ yy

xy + σ zz
xy = 0, (14)
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because
∑

i Nii = 0 (i = x, y, z). According to the Kubo
formula, we find σ xx

xy = 0 and σ
yy
xy = −q/8π which indeed

satisfy Eq. (14). The rank-2 STHE does not require the
spin components |±1〉 to be necessarily superposed as

1√
2
(|1〉 + |−1〉). In principle, we can have a rank-2 spin

tensor current arising from the counterflow of spin |0〉 and
1√
2
(eiα |1〉 + eiβ |−1〉) with arbitrary phases α and β. This

extra phase degree of freedom can be induced by a general-
ized STMC under the gauge transformation UHF=1U −1 with
U = diag(eiα, 1, eiβ ), which also yields the universal rank-2
spin tensor Hall conductivity σ zz

xy = q/8π (see Ref. [40] for
details). Moreover, there are other types of SOC, besides the
discussed Rashba type τ� · (ẑ × p), that can be used to realize
the higher-rank STHE as well. For instance, we can consider
the superposition of the Dresselhaus type SOCs in different
spin subspaces as τT · p + τ∗

V · p or even the mixture of the
two different types as τT · (ẑ × p) + τ∗

V · p that also leads to
the rank-2 STHE with the universal rank-2 spin tensor Hall
conductivity σ zz

xy = q/8π .
In conclusion, we introduce and characterize the concept

of universal STHE in large spin systems and propose its ex-
perimental realization with ultracold gases. The STHE can
be used as a spin tensor filter to generate spin tensor cur-

rent that does not require the protection of TRS. Instead, the
unique pseudo-TRS associated with the spin tensor paves the
way to further quantize the STHE and realize a new kind
of topological states protected by the pseudo-TRS. There are
many physics remaining to be explored, such as the general
construction of rank-n STHE for arbitrarily large spins, the
effects of many-body interaction or disorder, the experimen-
tal realization in 2D solid-state materials with exotic spin-1
fermionic excitations [48], and the observation of STHE in the
parameter space [27,38], etc. Our work defines a new class
of SHEs and opens the door for manipulating the internal
spin-tensor degrees of freedom, which can be used to design
large-spin devices with new functionalities for spintronic ap-
plications.
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